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Throughout iiie ages the attempted exire of mental ills through psychi¬
atry has been the vogue* In the past twenty years, psychiatry in the form
of psychotherapy has become a recognized branch of medicine* As a method
of treatment, psychotherapy has been employed to relievo so-called function¬
al nervous disorders which are regarded as mental in origin.1
Prior to World War II, such treatment was administered to patients on
a highly individualized basis* With the augmentation of the numbers of
persons in need of psychotherapeutic treatment and the prevailing shortage
of medical personnel, some method had to be developed whereby numbers of pa¬
tients could benefit from therapeutic services simultaneously*^
Since 1905, Pratt^ has been known to use successfully a "class method"
in effecting the cvre of patients in mental hospitals* Harris and Schroeder^
have also made early recordings of the use of the group method in treating
persons with nervous disorders*
1
"Psyohotheraphy," Encyclopedia Britanica, 14th Edition*
2
Samuel Pastor, "Group Psychotherapy and Combat Neuroses," American
Jotarnal of Orthopsychiatry,Vol* X , (July 1945), p* 621,
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Samuel Slavson, "Group Therapy," Progress in Neurology and Psychia-





The group as a medium of treatment has been used for an indefinite
period of time as a vitalizing agent in curing ills and balancing emotion
in individ\ials, who from the effects of personality maladjustments have lost
their places in the normal social milieu.
Greatest advances in the development of the science of group psycho¬
therapy were made during World War II, when Army and Navy medical authori¬
ties utilized the developments of psychiatry and employed the group method
as a psychiatric service for large numbers of military service men,^
In the same period, Samuel Slavson used the group method in the treat¬
ment of children having nervovis disorders. His experiments were first
based on the plasticity and flexibility of young children, assviming that
adjvistment in youth could lead to a fairly well adjusted adulthood, under
the proper direction and guidance.
The uses and forms of group psychotherapy are continuously increasing
as is evident in the reports and records written in the field of psychiatry,
Pta-pose
It is the ptirpose of this thesis to show in analytical form, the pro¬
cess of psychotherapy as it is administered through the medixm of the group.
An attempt will be made to show the extent to which this method has been
used successfully.
1
Samuel Paster, "Group Psychotherapy and Combat Neuroses," American
Journal of Orthopsychiatry, Vol, X , (July 1945), p,62l!
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This thesis will include data and information collected from
publications written from 1936 to 1946, by psychologists, psychiatrists and
social workers* All situations described occurred in the United States*
However, therein are reflected the thinking and practices of international
authorities *
Limitations
This thesis is limited, first, by the length of time that group
psychotherapy as such has been in existence; second, by the limited a-
motint of available material written on the subject.
Method of Procedure
A bibliography of group psychotherapy was con5)iled, from which was
chosen a selection of books, papers, bulletins and reports directly related
to the development and practice of group psychotherapy* This material was
collected and analyzed as the important features of the therapeutic process.
Great effort was made to make this review as simple as possible, yet
it may present some difficulty of comprehension to the reader fresh to
psychological terms*
The science of psychotherapy, or mental healing, has, and
probably always will have, the complications and conf\isions of busy
cross-roads, standing as it does between psychology and medicine,
education and eugenics, biology and sociology; '■.nd having to organize
in a common practice the advances and new view-point developed in each
of them*l
1
Raymond B* Cattell, Crooked Personalities in Childhood and After,
(New York 1940), p* 18*
lCHAPTER II
THE nEVELOPJilENT OF GROUP PSYCHOTHEEPY
Group psychotherapy is not to be considered as a separate, isolated
method of treatment, coii5)letely divorced in principle from the field of psy¬
chotherapy. Rather, they are one in aim and objectives, differing primari¬
ly in method and form. Instead of one psychiatrist and one patient operat¬
ing on a man-to-man, confidential relationship, group psychotherapy operates
with one or more therapists and several patients, forming a miniature socie¬
ty. The group method is merely a branch of psychotherapy, designed to ex¬
tend the horizons of treatment through psychiatry and mental influence.!
Historical Backgroimd
Psychotherapy has appeared in many forms throvighout the centviries.
Treatment of mental ills has been a story of superstition, cruelty, apathy,
and helpless blundering without parallel in any other field of hvuaan be¬
havior. The task of handling the deformed personality has been tossed be¬
tween the priest, the doctor, the prison warden and the executioner.^
In primitive times the lunatic or neurotic was alternately revered as
an inspired being, or tortured as one of evil spirits. There was an air of
mystery and horror about the abnormal which had to be combated with magic.
1
Nathan W. Ackerman, "Dynamic Patterns of Group Psychotherapy,"
Psychiatry, (November 1944), p, 266,
2
Raymond B, Cattell, Crooked Personalities in Childhood and After,
(New York, 1940), p. 7,
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Pvmishment was also a means of cure for the malformed personality.
Iii5)risonment was prescribed to satisfy the outraged feelings of society, to
deter others from conxaitting criminal offenses, and to reform the character
of the individual concerned. Prison life and discipline, however, unfits
the individual for the normal life of citizenship and creates a feeling of
further humiliation whi oh his defective personality development has forced
upon him.l
The story of civilization's atten5)t to deal with the problem of di¬
seased and malformed personalities has been practically uninspired. Three
things in the past few years have given rise to mammoth advances in the
treatment of mental ills: 1) a change of attitude whereby mental diseases
cease to be tabooed from the light of full discussion; 2) a great advance
in knowledge through the endowment of research in scientific psychology;
and 3) the wide spread institution of psychological clinics, especially for
children, staffed by a new type of practitioner who stands in interest,
training and vision, somewhere between the clergyman concerned with the soul,
and the doctor conoerned with the body.2
Psychotherapy is a vast realm. It con5>rises the different schools of
psychoanalysis, hypnotism, suggestion, education, persuasion, Adolf Meyer's
psychobiology, vocational therapy, psychosomatics, religious therapy in the
form of Christian Science and the Emmanuel Movejnent, as well as different








In "Hie earliest historical times^ the priest was called upon to effect curesj
and it would frequently appear that he had done so by the power of religious
conversion, by prayer, and by hypnotic suggection of charms, healing shrines
or magic wells and waters*^
The Greeks under the influence of Hippocrates and Galen» for a time
regarded neurotic conditions as a problem of the physician. With the
change of view-point, the medical doctor began to consider the treatment of
mental disorders as his province; but his efforts were characterized by
ingenuity and determination rather than by new insight,2
At the beginning of the twentieth century, and even for some years
afterwards, the only real advances that could be said to have been made were
in the matter of classifying the forms of mental disorders, leading to some
agreement as to the symptoms on which diagnosis should be based, and some
power of predicting the probable course which disorder would take,®
Treatment made no real advance, thou^ some imposing new names and
procedures were introduced, A great variety of drugs were brought into
action without any striking success. Some alleviation was obtained by a
few of them, such as hydrotherapy, warm baths for stuprose conditions and
tepid soaks for the over-excited,^
1
Raymond B, Cattell, Crooked Personalities in Childhood and After,








Individual psychotherpy is so expensive and so time consuming that it
is often beyond the means of many people* Then too, adequate individual
therapy is seldom available in free dispensaries* The groi;^) method of psy¬
chotherapy has made adequate treatment available to large numbers and has
brought efficient psychotherapy to persons unable to afford treatment on the
individ\ial plan*l
The Introduction of Group Psychotherapy
The earliest evidences of group psychotherapy are found in the records
of J» H« Pratt, in wlich he describes his treatment of patients with somatic
disorders: tuberculosis, peptic ulcers, diabetes, and cardiac disorders
In 1905, Pratt, in oooperation with one of the Boston churches
and the Massachusetts General Hospital, gathered a number of tubercu¬
lar patients whom he organized into a group. His procedvire consisted
of first explaining to the patients the natinre of their disease* He
then elaborated upon the therapeutic measures and their possible
effect. Inspirational talks were also used. In a series of papers,
the first of which was published in 1906, he described this class
method and its value to the patients. Patients, encouraged by the
fact that some menbers in the class imprcved, tried to make similar
progress, and soon began to compete with one another as to speed of
recovery.
"Star patients," public testimonials and other devices convinced
members of the group of the possibility of recovery and inspired them
to make the effort* The "class method" was later used with under-
noiarished children, diabetics and cardiacs. These "thought control
clinics" are managed in every respect as a classroom even with
benches arranged in rows* Patients who have attended longest or
have shown greatest improvement are moved up from the rear benches to
the front as a special sign of recognition, "Star" patients and
others are called to describe the improvement they are making and the
1
Samuel Hadden, "Group Psychotherapy," Group Psychotherapy,
(New York, 1945), p, 68,
2
Samuel Slavson, "Group Therapy," Progress in Neiurology and Psy¬
chiatry, (New York, 1946), p. 66^_
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testimonials are followed by a short talk from the doctor* Patients
can mingle freely, talk to one other and in other ways have social
experience* In the medical clinic of the Boston Dispensary thirty-
six per cent of all patients are referred to the "Thought Control
Clinic," fifiy-five per cent of the latter show improvement*!
The Jewish Board of Guardians, since 1934, has enployed the group
method of psychotherapy on a comparatively large scale* At this social
agency, child guidance services are rendered to children presenting problems
of personality*^
The growing success of the group method is in its foundation* Its
greatest value is that of association experienced by the members of the
group*
Essentially, man is a "group" animal* Regardless of his destiny, he
is inevitably tied up with some group* The values and attitudes of the
group condition his growth and development* These attitudes and values
regulate his behavior and modify his reactions to a great extent* Psychi¬
atrists have considered man’s reaction to the group as an indication of his
health, and have considered group pressxire an inportant force in shapii^





The Jewish Board of Guardians is a case work group work agency locat¬
ed in New York City* A well organized program of group activities is
offered to both the "normal" child and the child having personsility diffi¬
culties *
3
Samuel R* Slavson, Introduction to Group Therapy, (New York, 1943),
p* 211*
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The Principles of Group Psychotherapy-
in Eela-bion to Needs
The principles of group psychotherapy are similar to those of social
psychology*1 The same factors that motivate growth and development in
social life are utilized to foster the adjustment of the individual in the
therapy group.
All indi-viduals have certain fundamental emotional needs. When these
needs are met. there can result a satisfactory adjustment in life. ?fhen
these needs are denied, there arise personality disturbances, neuroses and
other mental Illnesses.
Prereqtaisite to cure and recovery from personality disturbances, is a
certain degree of emotional satisfaction. In the therapy group situation,
conscioixs efforts are made to meet the patients needs end re-establish the
individual through satisfactory experiences of closely woven group associ¬
ation. The four basic needs which the therapy group attempts to meet sure:
l) security. 2) statvis. S) interest, and 4) grotp acceptance.2
Security.—If a child or an adult is to live happily and fully, he
must have the love and affection of those persons who are in constant con¬
tact with him. When this love is denied him at home, the therapy group
leader becomes the substitute parent and offers him the positive elements
necessary -bo grow and develop emotionally.
1
John L. Gillen. Social Problems. (New York. 1939). p. 3.
2
Samuel R, Slavson. Introduction to Group Therapy. (New York 1943).
p. 217.
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The therapy groxip situabion provides the client with the following
emotional tools which continuously insure him of unconditional love and
affection: (a) freedom of mobility, the client is allowed to go suid come,
to and from the meetings as he so desires, as well as move around freely
within the meeting room; (b) he has complete command over the materials
provided for his use, and may use them when, how, and as he choses; (c) he
is respected as an individual at all times, in contrast to the subordinate
role he may play in Ms home stirroundings; (d) he is allowed to take home
anything he wishes until the grov^ code is established and his behavior is
restricted and modified; (e) he is always praised for any creative effort
and never reprimanded by the adult leader for assooial behavior; (f) his
material desires as well eis Ms emotional desires are met promptly and
willingly by the leader.
The client is as free in the therapy group as the "groi:^) code" will
allow. It is the force that serves as a scale for the client's adjustment.
It is the curbing force that modifies the individual's wants and responses
and conditions him for normal social living.
Status,»^ccially, man is always striving for a place within the
group. The need for success and achievement is basic in our culture. To
fail produces feelings of inferiority, and intraphysio tensions are harbor¬
ed by the individual which often find release in dissocial behavior.
This method of psychotherapy attempts to meet the client's needs for
success by providing sinple activities that he can master and recognizing
and praising Mm and his work at every opportunity.
11
Special Interest ActivitiesA great deal of the thinking in re¬
cent years has been concentrated on the value of activities as an important
tool in preventing Juvenile delinquency.^ M&ny vocations have grown out
of leisure time activities* A sense of maturity is felt when one develops
certain skills from interests*^ For these and other reasons, there have
been great advances in the development of group work* The group method of
psychotherapy also uses special interest activities as a media for adjust¬
ment*
The therapy group provides activities of all descriptions within the
experiences and capabilities of all age groups*^
Group Acceptance*—Some individuals struggle for acceptance by the
members of the groi;q>* Loneliness and isolation lead to mental disturbances*
The group provides a miniature society in which the members can work, fight,
quarrel, argue, and haggle each other. Usually there is a feelings of to¬
getherness that comes from such relationships after a period of time*
Clients strive first for acceptance ffom the leader, then from a few
members of the group and later from the entire group. As they orientate
themselves, they will respond in a manner acceptable to increasingly greater
nxnnbers of people, yielding to the drive of social hunger*
1
Russell H, Kurtz, (ed) "Recreation," Social Work Year Book, (New
York, 1945), p* S73*
2
From a lecture by Joseph Shabses to a class in the Development of
Group Work Skills, Atlanta School of Social Work, November 18, 1946*
3
Samuel R. Slavson, Introduction to Gro\;y Therapy, (New York 1943)
p. 112*
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Upon these four principles hang the process of group psychotherapy*
Types of groups may vai*y with facilities* personnel* numbers of clients*
needs and interests of clients. Yet regardless of type* the common end of
social adjustment is sought through the channels of security* status* in¬
terest and group acceptance*
The Uses of Group Psychotherapy
At this point* the extent of the group method of psychotherapy cannot
be cited as it is continuously being applied to varying situations which add
to its list of uses* It is noteworthy* however* to take into account some
of the instances in which this method has been successfully used and record¬
ed* Group psychotherapy has been employed in effecting the cture of various
physical diseases which have dist\n:bed the mental faculties* as well as per¬
sonality maladjustments which have no physical foundation* Among the most
outstanding of these uses are 1) the treatment of withdrawal and shyness*
2) the treatment of aggression and 3) the treatment of delinquency*
Below are condensations of therapy group records which describes the
application of the group method in reconstructing these three case types*
Withdrawal and shyness.—Withdrawal and shyness may find expression in
many forms: mutism* stuttering* compliance* indecisiveness* lethargy, apa¬
thy* taciturnity* docility* svibmissiveness* and ingratiation. These per¬
sonality traits are first recognized by the case worker who has the first
contact with the client. A case history is necessary in order to determine
the force which is caiising these abnonnal reactions. The case worker then
determines the type treatment best suited for the situation* If the ele¬
ments are such as they will lend the client to association* a therapy group
situation may be recommended for the client.
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Pearl Axelrod, a psychiatric social worker, along with two others,
Myrna S. Cameron, a trained recreational therapist, and Joseph Solomon, a
psychiatrist, conducted a therapy group situation for eleven girls, re¬
ferred to them as lonely, friendless individuals* Previous psychiatric
and clinical work with girls had been reported as ineffective and a last at¬
tempt for success was sought through the medium of grotq) therapy*^
The purpose of this group was to reach these withdrawn girls for in¬
dividual therapy, and ultimately to release them for participation in the
customary social activities of their contemporaries*
A good therapy group hsis homogeneity in age, sex, intelligence, school
grade, emotional level and the patterns of behavior exhibited by those being
considered* The IQ average for this gro\;^ was 95, ages ranged from 13 to
15* all girls were either 8th or 9th grade, and their social background and
adjustments were nearly the same*
In preparation for the experiment, one of the leaders made detailed
studies of case records and had a series of conferences with the case worker
conducted individual interviews with the girls; first as a means of explor¬
ing their recreational and social needs; secondly, as a means of supplying
a measure of security to these shy girls, by having them meet the leader
prior to the group meeting. This meeting familiarized them with the ma¬
terials available and helped them build a relationship upon which to begin
therapeutic work*
The group meetings were not held in an isolated room of any building.
1
Pearl Axelrod, Myrna S, Cameron and Joseph Solomon, "An Experiment
in Group Therapy With Shy Adolescent Girls," American Joiurnal of Orthopsy-
chiatry, (October, 1944), p, 622*
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but in a large room in the Jewish Community Center (all girls being Jewish)
in the hope that ■Hie girls would enter into the regular group activities of
the Center as they became ready •to do so. There were few furnishings in
the room and complete freedom was experienced in its use. Meetings lasted
for one hour and a half, and were held once per week.
For the first meeting, there was on hand: one large room, eleven shy
adolescent girls, three trained leaders, and material for simple crafts and
games .
All of this yielded an atmosphere of formali-ty and stiffness, interest
in self alone, and complete silence. There was no conversation outside of
directions sought from the known leader regarding a particular craft. In
the second meeting, one girl asked another ffom which school she came.
Several others subsequently did the same thing, but there was no noisy talk¬
ing. It was not until •the eighth meeting that there was produced any free
conversation or walking around the room, or the exchange of tools. This
was the first true sign of progress, yet for fovir and a half months the
girls continued •fco work with crafts without any indications of desires for
other activities.
As weeks -went by, the leader observed a unified groijq) feeling in the
growing restlessness exhibited in the individual tasks, represented by
crafts. At this point geimes were introduced. Quizz and card games proved
to be the most acceptable. Some girls were not yet ready ■bo participate
and continued -with their crafbs. Despite the varied activi^by, there was
discussion and conversation be^bween all members of the grovip.
It was easy -bo see the inward feelings of the girls from the manner in
which they played certain games. In cases where specific difficulty was
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shown, the leader took thi s as an opportune time for attacking any emotional
problem shown in group adjustment, while playing the game# The leader here¬
by fxurther established the relationship between girl and leader through con¬
sultation, This relationship, the leader soon transferred from intimacy to
a willingness to participate in groi^ discussions,
Afber five months, ■tiiere arose the desire to make their own plans,
first for a party, later for a play. Much emotional release was gained
through the portraying of the roles of the play.
After six months, the girls discarded the crafts completely in favor
of social activities. This transfer of interests came at the end of the
school term. Plans were then made for a summer caB?)ing period which offer¬
ed something decidedly unique in the experience of groi:^ living.
Upon retvirn from camp there was a desire for organization, in the form
of a club. There was election of officers. In this operation, one girl
was unanimoxisly defeated in the run for treasurer, because she was disliked
by the members of the group. The girl stayed away from meeting the follow¬
ing week as an expression of resentment. The leader in the girl's absence,
explained her behavior to the group and helped them to understand her and
to accept her rather than to dislike her.
The girls selected a club name, club colors, and spent several meet¬
ings decorating the room and painting the furniture. The group had already
achieved a social consciousness.
Open meetings were held, and the presence of boys in some of the meet¬
ings caused no emotional excitement with the here-to-fore shy, withdrawn
adolescents.
As the girls began to demand more activities and outings, the leader
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took this as the psychological moment to approach them regarding the trans¬
fer of the group to a recreational worker# The leaders and the girls felt
that at the end of this eight month experimenbal period, the girls were
ready for the transition step* The president of the club secured a group
leader for the club* Under the new leadership the club planned a party
and invited the old leaders over in appreciation*
It is well to note the specific development of one member of thtf group
as representative indication of the worth of the worth of the therapy group
setting*
Corine entered the grotp with attitudes and behavior similar to that
of an ”old lady*” She felt an exaggerated need to comply with her parents
wishes which were conflicting with normal adolescent development* Corine
was prim, meticulous and without humor* She was buried in efficiency, so
much so that she finished all projects the members of the grovp would start*
She measvired accxurately, worked very carefully and always achieved the per¬
fect end in doing her work*
The leader let Corine assist in the direction of the crafts beca\;ise of
her ability to learn quickly* Being placed in such a positicn, she was
helped to relate herself to the other members of the group.
Corine was overtly consoiovis of dirt and disorder* She was known to
spend miserable evenings when she got spots on her clothing* She always
objected to doing that which was not strictly feminine* She could not talk
about members of the opposite sex* Rather, Corine concentrated intently on
a craft, completely divorced from the conversations* She was frightened
by groups discussion; felt uncomfortable during all group performances*
Sudi things as these Corino was able to overcome by watching the con-
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tintied interaction between the adults and the members of the group. She
lost some of her excess primness* She moved about ffeely, laughed, talked
and finally joined in the games* There were improvements in her appear¬
ance as she took interest in clothing and hair-dos*
Most significant in her development was her behavior regarding the
decoration of the club room* She entered into the task completely for the
sake of the job to be done rather than its relationship with Corine* She
painted a piece of furniture, a piece of furniture in old clothes with
apparent enjoyment* She sat down in the middle of the floor for con¬
venience, in working and forgot completely her drives to always be a lady*
When ^e spilled paint on her clothes, she took the disaster with ease, and
instead of becoming permanently miserable, she inquired intelligently about
removing the spots*
Corine’s mother had been worked with by the family case worker, in
order to prepare her for the possible change in her daughter* The mother
reported a transformation in Corine* She was finally happy, oareAree,
entertaining friends and going out to other homes for entertainment* She
no longer blushed at the thought of boys, but reacted with enthusiasm*
Corine had reached the peak of her development and took interest in the
Community Center as the therapy group dissolved*
Crafts were the particular medium of adjxmtment in Corine's ease, not
only as a means of helping her throxigh her tense moments, btxb in drawing her
ovrt and offering her ego satisfaction* The permissive attitudes of the
adults and the freedom of the group members offered her an experience un¬
like that she had known at home* The ability of the other girls to discuss
adolescent problems as well as interest in their personal appearance provid¬
ed for her an incentive, to be more like them*
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Aggression#—"Aggression as differentiated from other activity, is di¬
rected activity, having definie purposes, direction and object#" Yet it
too is a mere syii5)tom of forces underneath, and in treating a client with
aggression, it is not the primary concern to curb the activity, but to con¬
quer the personality and correct the character malformation, of which,ag¬
gression is a mere symptom#
The therapy group is a particularly good setting in the treatment of
aggression because of its group characteristics# In the therapy group the
members are permitted to act ovit their difficulties freely, whether socially
or in associal behavior# In such a permissive atmosphere, the triie charac¬
ter of the individual and the meaning that certain situations have for him
can be revealed to the therapist# Slavson describes nine types of aggres¬
sion which have been treated through the group method:
1# Aggression emanating frora prolonged infancy# A child who
has been over-protected and pampered at home tends to continue his
infantile behavior in other relations as well# He is playful, pre¬
vocative, annoying; he demands attention, cajoles, begs, wheedles,
and demands# The other members of the group usually reject this
behavior and the infantile child finds himself excluded or harassed
by his contemporaries# The therapy group offers to these children
many possibilities for matviring# First, the therapist (the sub-"'
stitute parent) while accepting the client’s behavior, is at the
same time objective and restraining in his manner. If the child
wishes to be accepted by the therapist and by the group, ho will
make the necessary adaptation, which is the basic assumption in
group therapy, acceptable to the group and the therapist# Anoiiier,^
therapeutic element in a group is the presence of other children
(substitute siblings) with whom the adult, the tools, materials, food
and privileges must be shared# If he wishes to survive in the group
he cannot be the preferred child or only child# This is a disturb¬
ing reality which he m\;ist accept and grow up to*
2# Aggression as a means of attention-getting# This type of
behavior is a manifestation of complex intrapsychio mechanisms#
The child who feels inadequate may either con?)letely withdraw or
develop patterns of self-maximation and impose himself upon others,
since he needs to feel important, strong and powerful# For child¬
ren with at tent ion-gebting aggression because of inferiority, the
group is an exooedingly-effective method of treatment# The group
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therapist is actively encouraging. He helps the diild over diffi¬
cult places in his work and protects him against the intact of the
group. Group therapy has evolved strategies and techniques by
which the therapist can meet the child’s needs without aggravating
the problem.
3. Aggression as a release of organic tension. This form of
behavior is often described as hyperkinetic and may be caijsed by
organic tension, nevirotic disorder or repressed energies. Regu¬
lating and sublimating aggression of this type should really be the
concern of education in the home and in the school. One gains the
impression that homes and schools rather activate aggression through
their rigidity, discipline, frustrations and suppression of normal
activity drives. Prohibitions and limitations which coimter the
nat\Jral development of powers and expression-drives constitute to
the child rejection and hatred. As the adult applies restrictions
and metes out punishments which seem "reasonable" enough to him, the
child preceives them as hostile acts. In psychotherapy we must
deal with these attitudes and they form the basic reasons that the
group therapist is permissive and neutral, and the children are per¬
mitted to release tension through free, tmimpeded activity.
4. Aggression as acting out neuroses. To begin with, child¬
ren with intense neviroses are unable to enter into a relation with
other children, cannot share the therapist, and are frightened by
the manifestation of aggression and hostility on the part of the
other members in the group. The largest number of children,
especially in the yomger age groups are not definitely neurotic.
They may have neurotic trends or neurotic traits, yet can partici¬
pate in group activity such as the therapy group supplies for
them. The value of a free group experience lies in the fact that
the client can act out his problems without fear activity in a
group the client is released, and group therapy under these con¬
ditions serves as release therapy. Clients become more communi¬
cative and improvement is not only accelerated by group therapy but
is also more thorough.
5. Aggression resulting from maturity phantasies. Although
most infantile children have a fundamental fear of growing up, we
have observed a number who, thovigh possessed by their fear, have
phantasies and exaggerated strivings to be grown up. Their early
identification with parents of the opposite sex are faulty.
These children act as adults, quite tbe opposite of what one usu¬
ally finds in the treatment of children. The disharmony lies in
the fact that the child is socially maladjusted because he cannot
function on the level of other children his own age. The major
treatment of such a child is to redirect identifications from a-
dults to his peers. This is done in most instances by careful and
well planned group placements. Group placement must be with the
view of making it possible for the client to make friends with at
least one child through whom be can make his way into the grov^).
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6* Aggression resulting from effeminacy* liVhen early ident¬
ifications are not in accord with the requirements of "normal” de¬
velopment in our particular culture, or where either one of the
parents, especially ihe mother is over-dominant, boys may develop
a character aptly described as the effeminate (castrated) charac¬
ter* Many who fall into this classification become actively ag¬
gressive, with marked arrogance and provocativeness. In the thera¬
py group, the aggression disappears because there is general im¬
provement in character structvire* The fact that the therapist, '
despite his masculinity, is non-threatening and non-destructive to
boys, helps them to develop security in relation to their potential
masculinity,7,Defective aggression, ‘V/hen a child is afraid of possible
attack from a very aggressive boy in a group, he becomes anxious and
uses the following strategy, both to resolve his anxieties and to
redirect the possible attack. He attacks a third child, one prob¬
ably weaker than himself, and through various strategies involves
the potential aggressor with him in attack* Frequently the boy
chosen first as a protective object of attack also becomes a scape¬
goat for other members of the group. The aim of treatment is to
build security and self-reliance, so the fearful child may have
courage to face the attack. It is advisable to place these indi¬
viduals in groi;ps which offer the best in therapeutic relations
rather than in situations in which they are a menance, or which is
a menance to them,
8, Oral aggression. These individuals constantly quarrel
with other members of the group; criticize, order their groupmates
about, find fault with ihem, and generally male their presence known
through screaming and verbal attack against those around them.
This type of behavior is described as the lowest primitivism of so¬
cial behavior and, sofar as we can see at present, is probably un-
treatable; certainly it does not respond to group therapy,
9, Aggression that proceeds from hostility. Aggressive
acts which serve to act out a client’s crystallized hostile drives
for destructiveness and sadism obviously cannot be tolerated within
the group. We may be dealing with very intense behavior dis¬
orders, psychopaths, neurotic personalities or a combination of
these and other trends* When sadism motivates aggressiveness, we
face the problem of protecting others of the group against the on¬
slaughts of the sadistic individual. When hostility has already
become very deeply entrenched in character and the youngster’s
drives are dominated by destructiveness, a free group environment
is obviously unsuitable and such children must be removed. Treat¬
ment of ttese clients would have to be suited to the particular
problem and intrapsychio condition,^
Ibid,, pp, 421-7,
It is to be remembered that the group never treats aggression as a
personality maladjustment, but as a resulting behavior trait of some other
difficulty. The therapy to be applied must be matched not to the degree
of aggression, but to the particular cause for this type of behavior.
Case histories, personal interviews, personality analyses are all important
in selecting the therapy for the aggressive client.
Delinquency.—Delinquency has long been treated with case work methods,
discipline, and planned leisure time activities. In 1934, Samviel R. Slav-
son, Heniry Weiner and Saul Scheidlinger^ began an experiment with a diffi¬
cult boy, using the group method of psychotherapy.
Simon, an 11-year-old boy, was referred for treatment in Septem¬
ber 1934, because of disttarbing behavior in school, striking yoiinger
children, constant fighting with a younger brother, being noisy and
quarrelsome in the home, stealing and enuresis. In school, he talk¬
ed out loud, whispered, scraped his feet on the floor to annoy the
class and teacher, and truanted frequently,
Simon was the second of five children. The eldest was a dull
girl, five years older than our client. The father had been a weak
ineffectual man, sickly and a poor provider; he had died at about
the time the boy was referred for treatment, Simon was greatly
attached to his father and was greatly upset over his death, Mrs.
H, the mother, had a fatalistic attitude and offered no overt love
for her children,
Simon was a premature baby and a very sickly child. Most of his
early years were spent in bed. According to Mrs, H, Simon’s diffi¬
culty began at the age of 6, At that time, while he was recovering
from measles at a convalescent home, he was frightened by a nurse
dressed as a Halloween ghost. He became ill and had convulsions.
After the father’s death, when Simon was nearly 10, his difficulties
increased.
In school Simon was described as a ’’little untrained animal.”
He was retarded in most of his subjects, repeating some grades as many
1
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Group Therapy With a Delinquent Dull Boy of Eleven,” The Nervous Child,
Vol. IV, (April 1945), p. 274. “
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as fo\ir times. In intelligence tests Simon received IQ ratings
of 73 and 82,
We have here a dull boy whose primary capacities are so limited
that he is unable to deal with the demands of our culture, ^^is in¬
telligence being low, he is incapable of fvinotioning adequately in
school and of gaining a place for himsef. He has been thoroughly
rejected at home and this rejection continues in school, where he is
treated harshly and punitively. Punitive treatment has been his lot
also in the family, at the hands of his mother, sister, and almost
everyone there. The child’s reaction to this has been compliance
towards the parents quarreling with siblings, and rebellion in school.
Immediately after referral, Simon was assigned a Big Brother who
was to act as case worker-friend. For nearly a year the association
went on between the boy and the Big Brother, when it was decided that
Simon needed deep psychotherapy. He was then placed in charge of a
staff psychiatrist. The psychiatrist felt that it would bo hard to
get at the boy’s emotional conflict because he was mentally handi¬
capped, The psychiatrist recommended that Simon be reassigned to a
Big Brother and that the Big Brother give the boy "much affection,
only curbing him when hostility seems to rum beyond the boTonds of per¬
missibility and reality,"
After five or six months, Simon was resigned from the Big Brother
as it was felt that no progress was being made. In November 1955,
Simon was referred for treatment to the group therapy department.
Out of twenty-nine group meetings in the first year of group
therapy, Simon attended seventeen, Simon’s behavior at the meetings
was very infantile. He was usually late. His clothes were very
shabby, old and tattered. He did very little work with materials
and never finished anything he started. He played hide-and-seek with
the boys, ran up and down a ladder, played oops and robbers and other
such games. He preferred playing with soldiers and made a cannon out
of clay. He complained that he had to take care of his younger brothers
and sisters. His only fun was the group; he waited anxiously for
Sundays, to be able to go to meetings.
After twenty-one meetings, it was necessary to transfer Simon to
another group. When he was present at these group meetings, he either
read by himself or played games whenever boys would play with him.
After a year’s group treatment, Simon continued in his infantile play
and in his isolation from the group. His school report made some
in5>rovement, however his mother continued to have difficulties
handling him.
On September 8, 1937, Simon struck up a friendship with another
boy, Leon, who was as inadequate and dull as he, Simon was Leon’s
only friend and visa-versa. The group therapist describes Simon’s
relationship with Leon as one of the most interesting aspects of his
adjustment to the group, Simon began helping with the cleaning up
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and setting of the table for refreshments. He was becoming more
social t talked more frequently, took more active interest in the
group fights, and evidenced a desire to prepare refreshments, Simon
felt less insecurity in the group owing to his friendshipwith I^on,
and because of this was able to participate much more than he had done
previously,
A camp report of Augvist 1938, confirmed the fact of his improve¬
ment as observed in the therapy group, at school and at home. A
month in a hospital with a broken am had a salutary effect on Simon,
The attention and service given him in the hospital ward semed further
to convince him that he was accepted and loved,
Simon was again assigned to a Big Brother as his person to per¬
son. relationships began to improve.
The home situation did not seem to change very much. The mother
and sister nagged the boy and he felt a lack of regard for him in the
other children in the family. Outside the home, however, Simon re¬
sponded well to people; he expressed himself better, and now spoke
at length to the Big Brother about himself,
Simon was transferred in September 1939, after three years in
therapy groups and at the age of fifteen, to a transitional group, in
which a transition is made from group therapy to regular club activi¬
ty, ^t was in this groiq) that Simon made the most progress. In a
meeting to which girls came, the leader noted that ’’Simon was charm¬
ing, obliging and solicitous of the girls' comfort. He suggested
that they take off their coats if they were warm, and he took it upon
himself to act as guide. Simon's pleasing manner seemed attractive
to the girls,"
Simon attended a trade school, where he had difficulty in grasp¬
ing the subject matter, in view of his low intelligence. He soon
left school and worked as a delivery boy. The employer liked Simon
and kept him on this job mtil he went to the army. Simon has many
friends. He has made successful adjustment with the meiribers of his
family. Very recently he spoke in one of his letters of a nice
family with whom he has made friends. He mentioned that his mother
"might be in for a surprise" - meaning that he may soon get married.1
Plans for treatment on an individual basis for this client did not
work out because he did not feel the presence of a problem. It was un¬




understand* In the group he was impressed by the attitudes and behavior
of the other children, and because of his desire to become one of the group,
he made the necessary adaptations for group acceptance* It is definitely
believed that this boy would have become a serious delinquent if he had been





Group therapy is situational therapy, in contrast to treatment by in¬
terpretation as is done in individual therapy. Situational configuration
consists of 1) the client, considered individually within the group, 2)
the therapist, 3) the acti'^ities and 4) the situation.^ These elements are
physically separate parts of the therapeutic process, yet they are function¬
ally one and inseparable.
The Client
Therapy group members are not merely individuals having certain
characteristics deemed pertinent for successful participation in the ther-
apy group. Before a client can be considered for membership in the thera¬
py group, he must first have some initial capacity to relate himself to o-
thers; second, he must have a desire to belong to or to be a part of the
group. These are characterized as social hunger, without which there can
be no contact with the individual through the group.^
No set rules or criteria have yet been developed for the selection of
therapy group members.® There have, however, been several generalizations
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and assun^tions made with regard to the selection of therapy group clientele
A group of excessively anxious and neurotic individuals often maintain too
much fear to attend meetings, and when they do come together in a pl^sical
group, their fears prevent them from actual participation, A group of over
aggressive individuals provoke and instigate so much aggression that little
or no group equilibrium is possible. Skill and insight in grouping lead to
t
well chosen combinations of personality types, each client having some
therapeutic value for the other members of the group,^
Homogeneity and sex and age are basic to good grouping. There must
also exist some oneness in the natwe of the problems to be treated within
the group. This oneness must not be so great, however, that it leads to
rejection of others, rather than to-positive interaction between the mem¬
bers,^
Slavsoh has classified individual types into seven categories as they
take a relative part in the group,® There are 1) instigators, who acti¬
vate the group both positively and negatively. Too many of this type of
clients present conflicts because of jealousy or drives for leadership.
Some members of a group are 2) neutralizers. These individuals serve as
a curbing force for the over-aggressive instigators. They help maintain
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group equilibrium through word of mouth or through group interest or activi¬
ty, Other clients are 3) social neuters. This represents the indiffer¬
ent class of client whose influence is hard to measiure early in the group
development. Still other clients are described as 4) foci, or centers
around whom two or three other clients congregate. The foci are the leaders
controlling the greater portion of the group activity. Some clients are
referred to as 5) isolates, who withdraw from the group and keep to them¬
selves, There are the 6) scapegoats who are continuously expressing
hostilities and aggression against the other members of the group. Lastly
there are those who are capable of stimulating manual and social activity.
These clients are called 7) catalytic agents.
The ordinary group members are so-called normal individuals. The
therapy group is composed of maladjvisted, emotionally distiarbed patients.
They are sick; ailing from distressing associations and must be dealt with
as such, and not as ”nonnal” individuals in search of the educational ex¬
periences of the "normal" group,^
Successful therapy depends upon several items, one of which is a care¬
fully planned and a consciously organized group. The group must consist of
clients who potentially have therapeutic value for each other. The desired
social adjustment comes only when the interpersonal relations have positive
values for every member of the group,2
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The Therapist
A well chosen group that lacks good supervision and direction, fails
to render the full values of group therapy*^ To assure the success of a
therapy situation, the therapist should be, like the clientele, well chosen*
The following personality traits have been offered as criteria for the se¬
lection of a therapist:
1. Sensitive to feelings, not only to his own, but to the
needs and feelings of thers.
2* Fundamentally unhostile. He must have made a fairly good
adjustment in life so that his needs will not in any way con¬
flict with those of the clients* His philosophy should be
based on masachism rather than sadism.
3, Of few words and of good judgment*
4. Of a placid tes^erament* He must be relaxed and com-
fortingin his speech*
5* Positive approach to life* No cynic or destructive in¬
dividual can lend to the success of therapy*
6* Objective* A good therapist must maintain his status on
all occasions, never becoming involved in the emotional
stresses of the clients. In maintaining this relationship,
no client can bo favored.
7. Possessed of psychological insight. He must have an a-
lert mind and the ability to see beyond that which appears
to be of the ordinary*
8* Be rosoiirceful and able to meet unusual situations with
skill*
9* Handy with tools and able to learn crafts and other me¬
chanical operations *
10. Receptive to suggestions, emotionally responsive, and in-
1
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tellectually hospitable#^
All group workers cannot be therapists, yet all therapists must of
necessity have a group consciousness* The "normal” group worker concen¬
trates on making the group atmosphere one abounding with contagioiis inte¬
rests, ideal for the functioning of the laws of learning, one that is fer¬
tile with habits and attitudes,of desirable conduct, that unavoidably de¬
velops the capacity for togetherness of living, that leads to joy, to
growth and to satisfaction of desires and wishes*2 These are elements
organized about the principles of education, which are components of the
"normal" group experiences.
The therapist seeks, not only to expose the clientele to the experi¬
ences of normal life, but through these experiences to direct them through
the conflicts which prevented them from participating successfully in the
normal grov^) program, Kather than concentrating on the ideals of the
"normal" group as the end for the group process, the therapist must keep in
his prospective, the emotional adjixstment of the clients.
For those persons in need of affection, the therapist must be a sub¬
stitute loved one; for those persons suffering from rejection by parents,
siblings, school groups, etc*, the therapist must be positive and accept¬
ing; for those having extremely warped personalities, the therapist must be
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tolerant and understanding; for those who cannot make decisions for them¬
selves, the therapist mtist temporarily be authoritative.^ In short, the
therapist is everything the clients have missed in their daily living; a
substitute '*parent-teacher-co\mselor-caseworker-groupworker.”
Within the group situation, it is the function of the therapist to
act as moderator, or as a screen upon which the group can project its own
reactions. He creates a permissive atmosphere based on unconditional love
which allows each client to establish a relationship conducive to release.^
He then directs the growth and adjustment of each client through the
various group activities. He must keep ahead of the group reactions and
anticipate attitudes in keeping with individual experiences. An alert ndnd
with a psychological consciousness is most essential. In helping the oli«>
ent to adjust and understand himself, the therapist praises every deserving
creative effort made by the client. He uses a certain degree of familiari¬
ty and humor to relieve tension.
The relation between the child and the adult in group therapy,
contrary to that in group work, is unilateral. That is, the thera¬
pist permits the client to take the initiative in deciding the role
to be played by the adult. The therapist makes absolutely no "ad¬
vances,” in every instance waiting for the child to indicate the
kind and degree of intercourse. The therapist does not enter into
group decisions about trips, entertainment, selection of food, or the
kind of work the child might attempt. He may help the child with
his work, if the child requests it, but he must never initiate sug¬
gestions for the improvement of the project on hand. Most certainly
he dare not joke or "fool" with the child. The therapist is ever
ready to assist the child, when asked, but not to go beyond the actu¬
al request, nor does he indicate that another idea would be more in
keeping with the child's ability or more amendable to his needs.
The therapist resolutely avoids making any affect relationship with
1
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the child*^
Although there are some qualities which the therapist can acquire,
many other are inborn. Such characteristics as love for people, patience,
forbearance, an equable temper, and inner peace, are inherent* ”It would
be fvttile for one lacking such traits to atten?)t group psychotherapy, what¬
ever other scholastic or scientific proficiencies he may possess
For the group the therapist is the pilot* He steers the clients
through the activities, eaoh at his own pace, to an adjustment stable enough
to permit him to re-enlist in the activities of normal group life,®
The Activities
Activities in the therapy group vary with the nature of the group, the
interests and needs of the clients and the facilities available* Groups
may engage in craft projects, finger painting, sight-seeing trips, cooking,
sewing, games, art work, story telling, hikes, group singing, skating,
dancing, metal work, dramatics, woodwork, roundtable discussions, debates,
etc* There can be as many different activities as there are ideas within
the group* These activities are the media for therapy* They are, there¬
fore, unddr complete control of the desires of the clients* Group desires
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make up the group program.
The work materials provided for the children in group therapy
have an entirely different function from those employed in group
work. The normal child in a normal group situation is stimulated to
creative activity and encouraged to express latent or unrecognized
talents for his own enjoyment and for the pleas\ire of his associates.
He is also helped through group experience to develop his personality
and, therefore, his quality of citizenship, parenthood, and friend¬
ship. In the therapy group, the materials are selected with a view
toward balancing the emotional pressures within the client, thus
serving to correct his needs. Leather and clay are provided as
quiet, sofb, non-resistant foils for the badly withdrawn child, who
is able to begin to act out the underlying hostility in a mild, un¬
recognizable fashion. Wood, linoleum and metal serve as vents for
the hostile-aggressive child, and help to release the tremendoiis
pressure of strain and tension. These materials are ’'libido-bind¬
ing” and permit the child to act out his hostility, while gradually
gravitating towards more constructive, acceptable behavior. The ma¬
terials are carefully chosen with these ends in view, and they are
never changed or augmented by more challenging throughout the life of
the group. One of the indices of a return to emotional stabiliza¬
tion is the increasing demands on the part of a child for more com¬
plicated materials and a greater variety of tools and plans,^
The Situation
The group situation is the group inter-action. It is the collection
of processes which occur as the therapy takes place. It is the transfer¬
ence,^ the catharsis,® the insight, the relationships, the attitudes, the
authority and the limitations that are present within the group, ' It is
very difficult to separate components of the group process, as they are
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among the intangibles, beyond the measurement of psychologists,^
For clarification, Samuel Slavson has made the following divisions or
steps in the development of the therapeutic processl) release of tension,
2) acceptance of self, 3) acceptance of others, and 4) adjustment to a
widening environment.
Release of Tension,»»Before there can be any emotional growth or ma¬
turity, the basic problem and inner stresses of the client must be contact¬
ed, analyzed, and relieved. The behavior problems that generally qualify
the individual for membership in a therapy group are hardly more than symp¬
toms of that which is underneath. The approach then, is to relax the
client in an attentive, supportive, permissive atmosphere and allow him to
do, as nearly as possible, that which he pleases and desires from impulse.
The therapist makes every effort to meet as many of the client’s needs
as possible. These positive factors lead to freedom of speech, of emotion
and to free activity. Much of the hostility harbored by the patient can be
thrown off and depression can be revealed. Below are excerpts from group
records which show the worker’s complete acceptance of the client, even when
he participates in asocial behaviors
There was a bureau in the room, the two top drawers of which were
assigned to the group for materials, Harold said, "They have no right
to gyp us like that; all the other drawers had two knobs on, and ours
have only one," He decided to take a knob off one of the other
drawers and put it on ours, Joseph helped him, Harold to worker;
"You see I am breaking the dresser." Worker explained to him that he
wasn’t breaking it, but making our work more convenient.
1





Miaray called Alter a 'Mope” and said that he had no brain. As
Alter passed M\irray, he picked up the bundle of grass rope and hit
Murray on the head. The latter picked up the bundle and hit Alter
over the head several times, chasing him around the room and out into
the hall. They must have had a fight there, for Mtjrray came back
full of hostility and locked the door on Alter. Moe now joined in
with Murray, holding the door for him against Alter, When Murray re¬
sumed his work, worker pretended to go out for something in the next
room, allowing Alter to come in,^
In neither case did the therapist interrupt the client as he
1
sought to expend himself. Real experiences and real situations have value
in helping the client face reality, and lead to the acceptance of himself
as an individual.
Self Acceptance,—The client maintains feelings of guilt when he has
personality difficulties. Constant reminders of his faults only increase
his needs for self-blame. TVhen these attitudes exist, there can be no
therapeutic treatment since the client must first accept himself as an in-
dividxial before he can successfully grow and mature emotionally,^
The therapy group offers the client two aids in accepting himself: 1)
con^jlete acceptance and a satisfying relationship with the group members, a
and 2) association with others having similar personality difficulties which
diminishes his feelings of uniqueness,^







on the part of the client:
Toward the close of the meeting, Jerry showed his ring to worker#
He was enthusiastic about his work and remarked, ^Boy, isn’t this
coming out swelll Now I’ll have my two sisters on my neck for it,”
He placed the ring in his pocket and began to assist worker in clean¬
ing up the room, placing the materials in the cabinet,
Hal drew quite accvirately, and when worker remarked upon how per¬
fect his reproductions were, he said, ”Yes, I like drawing and I am
pretty good at this kind of worM»®^
Acceptance of Others,—Under conditions of complete acceptance, the
client is able to accept himself; in doing so, he is able to accept the
personalities of other individuals. Group experiences afford the client
opportvinities to indulge in group relations anew. It is the new beginning
which the client can make that lends to sociability. Some individuals are
shy and reluctant about making advances toward strange people. For these
persons, the therapy group offers a particular advantage; in that it allows
the clients to make gradual associations at their own individual pace,^
Adj\::stment to a Widening Environment,—The crux of psychotherapy lies
in the re-establishment of the individual in the normal groups of society.
After the client has been directed through his emotional conflicts, he is en-
coxiraged to take his place among the individuals of his group. Therapy
groups do this by exposing the client to all types of social and physical
experiences, Exctirsions, trips, picnics, movies, concerts, theater par¬
ties, bicycle rides, etc,, serve not only as activity props, but as an in-
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THE PRACTICE OF GROUP PSYCHOTHERAPY
Group therapy is practiced in various froms. Persons, according to
their age, intelligence, sex, personality problems, etc., react best in
different group situations. Case histories are important at the grouping
point, as they lend light as to the possible adjustment the patient Tidll
make and in what group situation he will best fit.^
Among the most prominent methods of group psychotherapy are l) the
disoiission method, 2) the lecture method, S) psychodrama, 4) the dance,
5) music and 6) play therapy.
The Discussion Method
The discussion method is by far the oldest means of solving problems.
Cavemen employed councils to attack difficulties within the tribe.^ Coim-
cils of all descriptions have probed through the quests of the centxiries.
Today, group discussion has come to be an educational tool, the piarpose of
which is to give information or instruction. Speakers, panels, motion
pictures, etc., are tised for dispensing the information. The group dis¬
cussion uniquely adds to the dispensation; the informatory contributions
resulting from the inter-change of the ideas of various members.
The methods xised in therapy group discussion are not to be confused
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with those employed in the ’’normal" group. The physical similarities of
the two often lead to the concept that the two are one and the same in
technique, Every other aspect, however, is different; the purpose, the re¬
lationships, and the atmosphere surrounding the group.
The "normal" discussion group convenes for the purpose of solving a
common problem, reaching conclusions or defining a situation. The result
in constructive thinking is all important. Between the participants
exists a relationship like xmto that of a group of students, sharing a com¬
mon interest in a particular subject or situation. The topic of discus¬
sion is the binding element which lends to oneness within the group. The
atmosphere is congenial or tense as the subject matter relates to the mem¬
bers of the group. Here again, the topic of discussion is the determinant
factor involved.
The therapy discussion group is set up for the purpose of revealing
feelings, attitudes, hostilities, etc. The subject matter is a mere prop
through which the therapist can decipher the true meaning relative to each
individual. The relationship that exists between the members of the group
varies, not with the effects of the subject matter, but in relation to in¬
dividual personality types. The attitudes of the individual take preced¬
ence over the topic for discussion in determining the cause and effect of
the group.
Discussion material in the therapy group is presented "gauged to the
intelligence and emotional composition of the group,The leader draws
1
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everyone into the discxission, the group becomes highly integrated and the
patients lose a great deal of their tension* With this release, comes in¬
sight and understanding of their problems, preparatory for social adjustment*
Advantages of the Group Disctission Method*—
1* Many patients can be treated at the same time#
2* The patients become socialized*
3* The difficulties of positive transfer are few because the
leader remains impersonal*
4* Material which is highly embarrassing and stirs up resist¬
ance in individual psychoanalysis, can be presented to the
group and accepted by the patient*
5* Patients ask questions and during the discussion with the
group, the patient will start discussing his own problem
after having refused to divulge it to the physician*^
The Lecture Method
To effect a cure, a change must be brought about in the personality
of the patient, and this is only wrought when the individual has acquired
absolute confidence in the therapist* Constant encoxaragement, sanction,
praise and acceptance administered to the patient verbally, brings about the
desired conviction* The lecture method is based on faith; faith in the
therapist, faith in the class of which he is a part, and faith in the teach¬
ings to which he is exposed*^
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Joseph Pratt describes an experiment which he and two psychologists
performed at a Boston Dispensary* All patients used were those having
functional nervous disorders.
The meetings are called thought-control classes, and are held
once per week, in a lectiare hall. The members who have been in
longest attendance sit on the stage with the lecturer so that the
other patients may see the radiance of recovery in their faces. The
roll is called, at which time the patients tell the group how long
they have been in attendance. This serves as an ice-breaker, and
help the members to introduce themselves to each other.
Slips of paper are passed out onto which the patients write of
their progress or lack of progress since the last group meeting.
These papers are collected and discussed by the leader. A relaxation
exercise is then given in the form of hypnotic suggestion. At this
time the patients relax their mvisoles and their minds, in preparation
for the short address given by the speaker.
The speech is an extemporaneovis appeal to the patient’s emotions,
which serves as a moral building, and an inspiration to make a speedy
recovery. The patient generally feels that there is benefit in re-
adjvisting his personality after the lecture is over.^
Following the speaker, several cured individuals give verbal
testimonies as a further inspiration for the clientele. The meeting
is adjourned with the majority of the members anxious to overcome
their emotional difficulty.^
Any psychologist who has been successful in practicing individual
psychotherapy can conduct a control class, as the success of the lectvire is
dependent upon the influential techniques of the lectvirer.
Psychodrama
Psychodrama entails the acting out of certain situations of importance
to the individual concerned. A case history and an intelligence test
1
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precedes entrance into a psychodramatic group. This procedure is necessary
so that the therapist can scale the psychodramatic experiences to the capaci¬
ties of the client,
A series of situations are used as therapy. Each scene is explained
to the client before he enters into it as a player. His stage fright is
calmed by the director. The client then goes through the scene as he thinks
it should be. Nurses and doctors are often used in supporting roles. All
acting is done impromtu, without script. Following each scene, the client,
and therapist and the audience discuss and analyze the situation in relation
to the client’s interpretation,^
Below are two case histories in which the psychodramatic method was
utilized in an evacuation hospital:
Case 1
BRANCH OF SERVICE; Ornanoe, tank repair,
PLACE OF BIRTH; Bedford, Massachusetts.
AGE; 32.
OCCUPATION OF FATHER; Engineer,
FAMILY HISTORY: No mental disease,
HOME LIFE; Youngest of five children. Parents got along together,
EDUCATION; At the age of five he suffered a skull ffacture and a
chest injury in an auto accident. He was hospitalized seven
months with a draining enpyema. He attended a special school
where he received individtial attention and much rest,
CIVILIAN OCCUPATION; Messenger boy, bvis boy,
VISILIAN ARRESTS; Three times. At the age of 14, he stole a car to¬
gether with some other boys, but received only a suspended sen¬
tence, At 16 he received a 30 month’s sentence for breaking
open a safe, and served at the Concord Reformatory from the age
of 16 to 19, when he was paroled. He broke his parole and went
to New York where he worked as a messenger boy, and a bus boy.
He was picked up by police on suspicion of murder, released on
that charge, but retained for having broken his parole,
MARITAL HISTORY; Married a waitress and had two children. The
second child was born while he was in prison. After his return,
his wife would have nothing else to do with him. After he
Ernest Fantel, ”Psychodrama in an Evacuation Hospital,” Group
Psychotherapy,(New York 1945), p, 363,
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was inducted into the army, he visited her on a fvirlough and
then she agreed to a reconciliation.
DATE OF IiroUCTION: 1943.
AEMY LIFE: Unsatisfactory. Rehabilitation camp for six months at
his own request, to avoid dishonorable discharge. Carpenter T5.
COURT MARTIAL: In September 1944, he had a ten day furlough and went
on a drinking spree because he was *’disgvisted with everything,”
He overstayed his f;jrlough 27 days, was court martialed, and
spent six months in the guard house. He escaped but was picked
v;^) in foiu: hours. He said it was planned to give him a dis¬
honorable discharge, but that he pleaded to stay in the army.
He was sent to a rehabilitation center at Fort Jackson, South
Carolina, There he joined his present Tinit and accoii5)anied it
to the E, T, 0,
ALCOHOLISM: Patient had been drinking just prior to admission to the
hospital and admitted being a heavy drinker,
DRUG ADDICTION: Denied.
KENT EYE TEST: IQ 73, MA 10. Bederline intelligence,
PRESENT ILLNESS: On admission he was suffering from abdominal pain
in the right upper quadrant, which was suggestive of biliary
colic. He felt well the next day and had no jaimdice. X-ray
and laboratory findings were normal. The patient was discharg¬
ed, but was readmitted on the same day "in a semi-stuporotis
state, and answered questions only by nodding or shaking his
head," He had no injuries or bitten tongue; his pupils were
moderately dialated and equal. He soon, regained consciovisness
and appeared normal in every way,
PSYCHODRAMA: The following day the soldier’s company commander came
to inquire about his condition. We asked him about the inci¬
dents immediately preceding the patient's seizrire, and he
agreed to help reenact the original scene. The captain explain¬
ed that after the patient had been returned to duty, he came to
the oon^any office asking for a different assignment. He was
dissatisfied as a carpenter and asked to be placed in the motor
section. The captain answered the request in a non-committal
way, which the patient regarded as a ref\isal. Immediately
following the interview, the patient became very pale, began to
perspire, fell to the floor, and his hands and feet shook.
An ambulance was called and took him to the hospital. After
a few introductory scenes in which the events of the patient's
life and the scene in the carpentry shop had been reenacted, the
scene in the company commander's office was portrayed. Both
the captain and the patient were asked to use exactly the same
words that they had used originally and to enlarge on them with
that they were thinking. During the acting, the patient
suddenly became pale, asked to lie down on the couch, perspired
and his arms and legs shook. We were s\a*prised to see that when
we told him "The scene is over now," he immediately stopped shak¬
ing and arose to talk with us.
The captain said that the psychodramatio attack was a close
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duplicate of the original.
Very often a psychodramatic attack can be terminated at will
merely by exclaiming "StopI” to the patient. We regard this
possibility of acquiring a faculty to reproduce certain states
and then to break away from these states at will as the acqui¬
sition of valuable control,
DIAGNOSIS: Psychoneuroses, conversion hysteria,
PROGRESS: The patient had no more attacks and we had no fiurther
difficulty with him,
DISPOSITION: Returned to duty,l
Case 2
ORGANIZATION: Quartermaster service company,
PLACE OF BIRTH: Small town in South Carolina,
AGE: 23,
RACE: Negro,
OCCUPATION OF FATHER: Farmer,
FAMILY HISTORY: Negative,
HOlffl LIFE: Normal,
EDUCATION: Repeated the third grade, finished the fifth grade, Qiiit
school at fifteen to work on the farm,
CIVILIAN OCCUPATION: Foxmdry work, farm hand, bricklayer,
DATE OF INDUCTION: March 11, 1943,
ARMY LIFE: Private, worked as a bricklayer. In the E. T. 0, eight
months but never in combat,
COURT MARTIAL: Denied,





KENT EYE TEST: IQ 56, MA 8, Moron level,
PRESENT ILLNESS: Patient was sent to the hospital because he refused
all social contacts and preferred solitude; stole little arti¬
cles of no real value; refused to keep himself or his equipment
clean and presentable; and he hoarded such worthless items as
empty bottles, in his barracks bag.
In our preliminary interview, we learned that he had visual
and auditory hallucinations of a religious nature,
PSYCHODRAMA: The patient was placed on a couch, and he was told to
imagine he was in bed, having one of his usual visions before
falling asleep. It was not difficult to induce him to act.
He sat up, rubbed his eyes, looked up with a rapt expression




his head; he wears a white robe; his arms are outstretched.
There is blood on his hands.” We asked him to demonstrate what
this vision looked like. He got up on a chair, stretched out his
arms and said, "There is blood on my hands. It is from the nails."
In another scene we tried to reproduce some of the voices
which he used to hear. They were of a religious nature, and one
would say, "Pray before it is too late." An auxiliary ego re¬
peated the phrase to the patient first in a normal conversation
voice. The patient corrected us, saying that the voice really
was a whisper. The auxiliary ego reduced the voltone of his
voice, but the patient was still dissatisfied. On listening to
him again, we discovered that his voice had a Southern accent.
When the auxiliary ego reproduced this accent, the patient was
satisfied.
This case was particularly interesting becaxise of the ease
with which we were able to conduct a psychodramatic session with
the patient, even though he was a far advanced schizophrenic and
his mental age was only eight.
DIASHOSIS: Dementia praecox, unclassified.
PROGRESS: Unimproved.
DISPCSITION; Evacxmted to a general hospital.^
In psychodrama the clients experience materialization,^ catharsis, in¬
sight,® training and adaptation,^ as therapeutic mechanisms. It is the pos¬





Ifeterialization is a process in which the client can actually see,
feel and participate in his imaginary desires. The psychodramatic group
offers reality to the things which the patient has long wanted within his
mind.
3
Insight is the process of seeing into one’s problem. The client is
able to gain insight when he actually experiences his problems in drama.
Still more of this insight is attained when the client discusses his case
with the therapist and the audience after the dramatization.
4
Training and adaptation is the stage which offers the client opportu¬
nity for reeducation through reenacting sit\aations peculiar to the client’s
individual problems. In an imaginary world, there is security and confi-
ddnce which can be transferred into the real life situation of the client.
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The Dance Method
Marian Chase, under the auspices of the American Red Cross, used the
dance and rhythmic movements to encovirage group consciousness with mental
patients. Miss Chase graded the dance forms according to the degree of
illness experienced by the patient. "Whatever the dance type, classes were
conducted in a circular formation, in which hands were held. This forma¬
tion aided in the establishing of unity, feeling of togetherness and finally
group consciousness.^
The rhythmic movements offer the patient a medim for socialization,
a release of physical tension, improvements of body coordination, a sense
of security and poise.
The leader of the dance therapy group, like all other therapists, mxist
be familiar with the treatment methods used with individuals having person¬
ality problems. In addition, he mxm;t have at his fingertips, dance tech¬
niques that appeal to all types and moods. The music as well as the dance
must be flexible; first, to contact the patient in his particular mood,
and second, to lead the patient into a desirable ’’mean” mood, wherein he
functions best.2
The dance therapy method aims through rhythm in movement to relax
tension and to create physical action in harmony with a group.
A group of boys ranging in age from five to ten years of age were se¬
lected for therapeutic treatment throxjgh creative dancing, from the
1





Children’s Observation Ward of the Psychiatric Division of Sellvue hospi-'-
tal. In the group were: 1) Paul, a nine year older with a severe anxiety
state; 2) Carrol, an American Negro boy of nine, with hysterical anxiety;
3) Ralph, a nine year old Porto Rican Negro, suffering from hyperhineses due
to a brain injury; 4) Fred, a very dull Italian of ten years of age; 5)
Benjamin, age five, in need of love and attention; and 6) Jerry, a nine
year old neglected boy who was very bright.
Below are two examples of instances in which the dance method was suc¬
cessfully employed in the treatment of these children:
Example I, The group was dancing to the even, steady beat of
the drum. Two boys sat in the corner weeping because they did not
want to dance and desired to go out of the room, Paul 1), who al¬
ways seemed to take the part of the negativistio group, supported
them by beating against the door with his fists and feet and throwing
his shoes at it. The two boys joined him and suddenly all three
started to march in a circle, chanting: **yire want to go home I We
want to go home I" Their feet moved in time with the drum beat.
When they were convinced by looking through ray purse that I had no
key and could not let them out, Paul began to work with the group and
the other two sat quietly watching the dancing.
Example II, Ralph 3),was always active. He was proficient at
turning cartwheels and somersaults, and tmrning around his own axis.
He had no fear mless he was being held or carried by someone. On
this day, a steady pulse with a repetitious pattern was beaten on the
drum. The children were crawling and rolling on the floor, Ralph
rolled over Carrol 2), grasping him around the neck, Carrol became
frightened and losing control of himself attacked Ralph, Both became
extremely upset and Carrol had to be taken from the room. The
steady rhythm of the drum began again. Ralph gave himself up to an
orgy of cart wheels and turns. When he fell to the floor, he con¬
tinued his movement by rolling and tuniing somersaults without inter¬
ruption for at least ten minutes. When the class was dismissed,
Ralph stayed behind and, taking the drinii, began to tell the story of
"King Kong” which he had seen in the moving pictures. He punctuat¬
ed his words with drum beats and occasional explosive sounds and
gestures of his whole body. When the next group of children came in,
he participated in the work in a much less spectacular way,^
1
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The Music Method
The Greeks believed that the arts such as music, prose and drama pene¬
trated the senses and aroused the emotions and feelings in man. This be¬
lief has been carried over into our present day thinking as the arts are now
being employed as therapeutic media because of their social vitamins.
Music, even more than prose, presents an opportunity for stifled emotions
to find vent, by means of body rhythm and motion,^
The ’’Song of the Volga Boatman” has been known to provide a socializ-
ed means of overcoming the struggles of life through psuchological media.
The Spirituals of the Southern ^-egroes helped to make life endurable under
the very difficult circvnnstances of slavery. The music in ”lvan the Terri¬
ble” is effective in revealing sadistic impulses, even if the listener is
not aware of the plot, ”Asa’s Death” brings out feelings of sorrow within
\
the listener. The music of Wagner, with its morbid phrases directs the
listener through feelings of frustration. Likewise, gay and happy feel¬
ings are wrought through musical experiences,^
Music also helps to provide a feeling of unity, of belonging, or of
oneness within the group.
It is generally accepted that persons who are confined to a hospital
bed need entertainment and activity if they are to avoid the dullness and
drab atmosphere which usually accompanies confinement, Mvisic has been
Ira M, Altshuler, ”The Organism-As-A-?niole and Music Therapy,” Group




deemed one of the most influential methods of diversion for the sick* Con¬
sequently countless numbers of singers, dancers, instrumentalists, pro¬
fessionals, and amateurs have volunteered their services for this cause*
The first step in constructing a program for hospital patients is to
observe carefully and repeatedly what they persons offer as voluntary com¬
ment after each listening period. It is important to know the content of
the individual’s response, but far more important is knowledge of the level
of psychological function involved. It is not how the music soiinds to the
patient therapeutically,^
It is the aim of music therapy to help the patient relax, relive,
change his mood, use his imagination, paint musical pictiu-es, all of which
allow the patient to release pent up feelings and tensions, permitting the
mental faculties to ground themselves in logic, reasoning and understanding,^
Play Therapy
H. "Whitman Newell describes two basic types of play therapy; free or
spontaneous therapy and controlled or standardized therapy* In free play
therapy, the children are supreme rulers of the play area, materials, time
and form of play. The therapist is a subordinate character who offers en¬
couragement, praise, and attentive interest. In the controlled method of
play therapy, the therapist directs activities by presenting the children
with particular play materials and situations in search of feelings and
1





The piirpose of both free and controlled therapy through play is to
provide a series of activities through which the children and the therapist
are able to see and understand the emotional difficulties involved*
Free Flay Therapy*—This type of therapy provides the individual with
a variety of play toys from which ho can choose the one which he desires to
play with* At first the child may be reluctant, testing the therapist in
many ways to find out where the limits are, to learn if possible what will
anger him, and to see how far ho can control the therapist* The therapist
encoinrages free play activity through suggestion and the application of
attention and interest*
The success of this method is dependent upon the transference and
rapport established between the child and the therapist* As relationships
often take some time to develop, free play therapy is \JSod with the child
having problems of a long time duration* It offers the child splendid op¬
portunity to express resistances and allows him to hide behind their dis¬
tractions until they have sufficient confidence in the therapist to express
and face their secrets*2
Controlled Play Therapy*—This is prepared, situational therapy* The
therapist is aware of a particular problem existing within a child* He
sets the stage with facsimile props of the real problem* The child is
1
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given dolls through which he expresses his feelings.
Dr. Levy used the control method in studying a girl with night
mares. The play-interview was started by placing a girl doll in a toy
bed. The physician asked, '*What is she thinking about?” After the
stimulvis question the interview continuoios less as play and more in the
nat\jre of question and answer with the child answering for the doll.^
Newell declares the controlled method of play therapy as the "quickest
means of gaining insight into mental mechanisms.Children tell of death
wishes toward a parent, or sibling, or oedipus wishes as well as about
masturbatory activities, castration anxieties and other forms of infantile
sex theories, through the anonymity of a doll.
Because it is prepared, situational therapy, it can be used in treat¬
ing numbers of persons having specific symptoms.
Caution must be taken in the use of controlled play as the suddenness
in defining the individxjal’s problem is often threatening. The secrets and
confessions which ordinarily take long periods of time to reveal, come into
light very readily and the child finds himself exposing himself to an indi¬
vidual with whom he has not necessarily established rapport.®
Play then is the highest development in childhood, for it alone
is the free expression of what is in the child’s soul. Childhood's
play is not mere sport. It is full of meaning and serious impact.
Cherish it and encourage it, for to one who has insight into hviman
nature, the trend of the whole future life of the child is revealed
in his freely chosen play.4
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Quoted from The Education of Man, by Froebel
-CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
In evaluating group psychotherapy, one must bear in mind that there
is no exclusive method that is successful with all types of patients. The
choice of a type of therapy must be suited to the needs of the patient.
Matching the patient to the therapy is among the essential skills in the
field of psychotherapy, Slavson believes that a therapy group has to be a
specially designed group and not an accidental conglomerate. Putting all
patients in a ward into a group indiscriminately may cause much distress to
some and others may be even traumatized. Group therapy in its many forms
is designed to be therapeutic in relation to certain types of personality
problems, and only with standardized criteria for grouping of patients, can
the method be successful.
The field of group psychotherapy is yet new and vague. There is
difficulty in describing the process which occiars within the group that pro¬
duces the therapeutic effect. Activity group therapy is to date the only
type of group therapy whose dynamic process has been described in detail.
Concepts of instigators, neutralizers, social neuters, social hunger, acti¬
vity catharsis, social fixity and mobility, identification transference,
help in mderstanding the actual group process.
It is jiist as difficult to describe the relationship which exists be¬
tween the members of the group and the extent of their therapeutic effect
upon each other. It is equally as hard to define in actuality, the rela¬
tionship of the therapist or leader. We are still looking at the process,
the group members, the relationships and the activities, as a whole:
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separating the elements only for enumeration purposes.
Far more comprehensible is the toxir which the individual makes in
attempting an emotional adjustment through the medium of the group. The
entire experience of group psychotherapy can be utilized as a process of
enabling persons who failed in their adjustment to a larger world, to re¬
test, through learning to live in a smaller world. Obviously, they failed
to make the hill of life's adjustment in "high" gear. The re-living ex¬
perience, enables them to start off again in first gear and to make the
transition to "high" at their own pace.
By fwther use of the group therapy method, the writer feels that a
greater number of emotional deficiencies in individuals can be corrected
and the individuals can retiarn to nonnal effective living. Group psycho¬
therapy has the advantage not only of reaching greater numbers, but also of
contacting many individuals who cannot be reaches by individual conference
methods,
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